AVCJ PRIVATE EQUITY
& VENTURE FORUM

33RD
ANNUAL
FORUM

Global perspective, local opportunity

33rd Annual AVCJ Forum
17-19 November 2020 | The Four Seasons Hotel, Hong Kong and Virtual Platform
The AVCJ Private Equity & Venture Forum will connect the leaders of the private equity and
venture capital industry from across the globe for three days of insightful presentations,
thought-provoking discussions and networking. Join 1,000 senior professionals including
over 400 LPs to hear the latest private markets developments from across Asia and around the
world from our distinguished speaker line-up.

AVCJ GOES HYBRID
AVCJ Forum is a hybrid experience connecting our in-person and
virtual attendees from across the globe in one community platform.

A snapshot of the
32nd AVCJ Forum:

1,040+
Delegates

515

Organisations

420+
LPs

www.avcjforum.com

162

Speakers

33

Countries

#avcjforum

SPONSORS
Lead Sponsor

Asia Series Sponsor

Co-Sponsors

VC Summit Sponsors

长 嶺 资 本

Gala Dinner Sponsor

Sponsorship

The benefits of our sponsorship/exhibition programmes are unique due to the AVCJ portfolio’s routes to market and
multiple touch points. We can effectively help firms meet their specific requirements in the following ways:
•
Influencing decision makers in the global and regional private equity and venture capital markets
•
Raising and reinforcing your corporate proﬁle
•
Profiling your key business professionals as thought leaders
•
Showcasing your firm’s market knowledge, expertise and successes at the event
•
Networking opportunities for maintaining and building stronger business relationships at the event
•
Increasing your deal flow
•
Generating new sales leads
•
Gaining brand exposure across a marketing campaign to our global events database
•
Positioning yourself and firm alongside your peers as an industry leader
For more information, please contact Darryl Mag on +852 2158 9639 or sponsorship@avcj.com
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ASIA’S DEFINITIVE PRIVATE
EQUITY FORUM

2020 AVCJ FORUM
SCHEDULE
AT A GLANCE

ABOUT THE AVCJ FORUM

Monday, 16 November

The AVCJ Forum is the premier private equity and venture capital event
in Asia. Now in its 33rd year, this annual conference brings together over
1,000 GPs, LPs and other professionals to Hong Kong for three days of
meetings, discussions and deal-making.

Asian Private Equity &
Venture Capital Awards

The AVCJ Forum combines editorially driven topics, knowledgeable
speakers, industry insights, and superb organization into a highly
anticipated event that predicts trends hones strategies and develops
lasting partnerships.

19:15 AVCJ Awards dinner
& presentation

For 2020, the AVCJ Forum will be available for all to attend as a hybrid
event and will cover the maturing of the private equity and venture capital
landscape and the unprecedented challenge posed by the Covid-19
pandemic creating a dislocation globally in the business community like we
have never seen before.
We will examine how managers have adapted to eﬀectively manage their
portfolios and continue powering ahead with fundraising. We will also look
at how Covid-19 is accelerating disruption, and the market opportunity the
current environment has created in the deal market.
The four distinct summits of the AVCJ Forum will each cover a diﬀerent
facet of the private equity and venture capital industry that gives
attendees an invaluable perspective on current market conditions.

Island Shangri-La Hotel (by invitation only)

18:15 Cocktail reception

Tuesday, 17 November
PE Leaders’ Summit
Venture Capital Summit
Limited Partners’ Summit
Four Seasons Hotel

09:00 Summits start
18:00 Summits conclude

Welcome Cocktails
Four Seasons Hotel

18:15 Opening cocktail reception

Investment Summit – Big picture issues, investment themes, fundraising,
LP/GP dynamics
VC Summit – Venture capital, delivering value for entrepreneurs and the
technology landscape

Wednesday, 18 November

PE Leaders Summit – The day-to-day business of running a private equity firm

Four Seasons Hotel

LP Summit – Closed-door LP only sessions

Investment Summit (Day I)
09:00 Summit starts
18:10 Summit concludes

CERTIFIED BY THE CPD CERTIFICATION SERVICE

AVCJ Forum is now a CPD certified event
19.5 CPD points can be claimed after attending the Forum

Gala Cocktails and Dinner
Four Seasons Hotel

18:15 Gala cocktail reception
19:00 Gala dinner
Sponsor:

Supporting Organisations
Supporting organisations

Thursday, 19 November
Investment Summit (Day II)
Four Seasons Hotel

09:00 Summit starts
Media partners

Register online: avcjforum.com

16:30 Summit concludes
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AVCJ FORUM GOES HYBRID
One community, two ways to be part of it
All of us in the industry are striving to find the new normal to maximise our business capabilities during the Covid-19
pandemic. The AVCJ Forum is oﬀering a virtual platform to accommodate your needs. The virtual pass is the ideal
solution if you want to access the best content and community in Asian private markets but cannot join this year inperson.
Your virtual pass allows you to access cutting edge interactive panel discussions, briefings, case studies and live Q&A
sessions, alongside our extensive networking platform so you can connect with the whole community from the comfort
and convenience of your device wherever you are in the world.

Key features of the immersive virtual pass

1. Access the entire event on demand
Watch live, at your convenience or replay all
sessions so you need never miss the content and
experts that are key to your business.

3. Targeted networking like never before
Our world-class platform enables you to search
the full attendees list and drill down into key
datapoints to find the people most relevant to you.
Make face-to-face connections via video chat and
promote your fund and services to the people who
matter to you.

2. Make the most of your time but don’t miss out

4. Interact with speakers

You don’t have to choose between discovering the
latest industry developments, whilst making key
connections with over 400 LPs, and being handson for your business at this critical time. The AVCJ
virtual pass is the perfect way for you to do both.

As well as having a front row seat to hear the
biggest industry names share their views on an
array of topics, our platform enables you to submit
questions and take part in live Q&A sessions as
well as vote in our interactive polls.

Register online: avcjforum.com
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PROGRAMME

Grand
Ballroom

Private Equity Leaders’ Summit
Tuesday, 17 November 2020
08:00 Registration
08:50 Opening remarks
09:00 Setting the scene (Joint session with the Venture Capital and Limited Partners’ Summits)
09:30 Asian private equity: Looking ahead (Joint session with the Venture Capital and Limited Partners’ Summits)
 How do you get comfortable acting on investment opportunities?
 What has changed in terms of approaches to value creation?
 How has COVID-19 impacted the day-to-day operations of PE firms?
 What is the outlook for 2021 and beyond?

10:30

Networking coffee break

11:00 Internal best practice: The realities of a COVID-19 world
 Which aspects of a GP’s operations have been most disrupted?
 What strategies have been employed to mitigate travel restrictions?
 In what ways has technology proved to be a game-changer?
 Will any pandemic-driven changes become permanent?

11:45 Talent matters: Team building to stay competitive
 Is the emphasis on sector and functional expertise changing how GPs recruit?
 How do you build a balanced team capable of driving portfolio growth?
 Is familiarity with technology a must regardless of domain expertise?
 How should GPs think about hiring now to be competitive in 10 years’ time?

12:30 Executive address

13:00

(Joint session with the Venture Capital and Limited Partners’ Summits)

Networking Lunch

14:00 Due diligence: How to get it right in 2021
 How have approaches to due diligence changed in response to COVID-19?
 To what extent can technology reduce the need for in-person engagement?
 What are the common pitfalls when assessing new economy businesses?
 Have recent fraud scandals led to increased scrutiny of portfolio companies?

14:45 Fund structures: Where, when and why?
 What should GPs be mindful of in terms of fund structure and domicile?
 How is Hong Kong’s limited partnership regime likely to stack up versus Singapore?
 What purpose will the Cayman Islands serve 15 years’ from now?
 Should GPs be concerned about carried interest tax treatment in Asia?

15:30 Fund management and reporting: Better engagement
 To what extent does the quality of reporting vary by fund size?
 How are GPs investing in back office and compliance functions?
 Have oversight protocols been tested by the need recapitalize portfolio companies?
 Does the industry need more clarity on subscription lines of credit?

16:15

Networking coffee break

Register online: avcjforum.com

In the event of changing circumstances AVCJ reserves the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event.
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PROGRAMME

Grand
Ballroom

Private Equity Leaders’ Summit
Tuesday, 17 November 2020

16:30 Asia venture capital: Navigating market instability (Joint session with the Venture Capital and Limited Partners’ Summits)
 How have investment priorities changed since the start of the year?
 What issues are at stake when companies contemplate down rounds?
 How are GPs rethinking their exit options?
 Is the shift in focus from B2C to B2B a cyclical or structural phenomenon?

17:15 Institutional perspective: How LPs view Asia (Joint session with the Venture Capital and Limited Partners’ Summits)
 Have COVID-19 and the macro climate altered approaches to Asia?
 What has and hasn’t worked well this year in LP-GP communications?
 Where does specialization rank among the qualities LPs want to see in GPs?
 Is the return profile in Asia skewed toward a couple of sectors?

18:00 Close of summit

18:15

Cocktail reception

“ Once again AVCJ brought together timely content with an impressive cross-section of
industry stakeholders.”
Alex Emery, Head of Asia, PERMIRA

“ AVCJ Hong Kong has been a premier private equity industry event for several decades
– not just in Asia, but globally. The AVCJ put together a high-quality program in 2019 that
really captured the latest ideas and developments of our industry, coming at this exciting
time for private equity investment in the region.

”

Ming Lu, Head of Asia Pacific, KKR

Register online: avcjforum.com

In the event of changing circumstances AVCJ reserves the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event.
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PROGRAMME

Victoria I

Venture Capital Summit
Tuesday, 17 November 2020
08:00 Registration
08:50 Opening remarks
09:00 Setting the scene (Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)
09:30 Asian private equity: Looking ahead (Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)
 How do you get comfortable acting on investment opportunities?
 What has changed in terms of approaches to value creation?
 How has COVID-19 impacted the day-to-day operations of PE firms?
 What is the outlook for 2021 and beyond?

10:30

Networking coffee break

11:00 Southeast Asia: Potential for greatness
 How do valuations vary by geography, industry, and stage?
 Which industry segments provide the best pan-regional scaling opportunities?
 How is corporate venture capital impacting the competitive landscape?
 Returns aside, how can GPs differentiate themselves?

11:45 China: Challenges and opportunities
 What do China-US tensions mean for VC investment and fundraising?
 How has investor appetite changed for late-stage funding rounds?
 Do GPs need different skillsets to target enterprise-facing start-ups?
 How is the industry adjusting to a slowdown in growth?

12:30 Executive address

13:00

(Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)

Networking Lunch

14:00 Picking winners: An evolving deal environment
 In terms of industries, what are the less obvious beneficiaries of COVID-19?
 How are expectations changing on valuations and deal terms?
 What will be the breakthrough technologies of the next five years?
 How do you preserve alignment of interest break in a broad investor base?

14:45 Exits: Generating liquidity in 2020 and beyond
 What is the exit outlook for the next 12 months?
 How do you know when a portfolio company is beyond help?
 Are GPs exploring capital recycling and fund life extensions?
 What are the options in terms of alternative liquidity solutions?

15:30 Family offices: An emerging force in venture capital
 What kind of edge do they have in deal sourcing?
 Tech entrepreneur, angel investor, family office, fund manager – a well-trodden path?
 Is it always beneficial for an investment thesis to intersect with a core business?
 Can a family office become an institutional investor?

16:15

Networking coffee break

Register online: avcjforum.com

In the event of changing circumstances AVCJ reserves the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event.
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PROGRAMME

Victoria I

Venture Capital Summit
Tuesday, 17 November 2020

16:30 Asia venture capital: Navigating market instability (Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)
 How have investment priorities changed since the start of the year?
 What issues are at stake when companies contemplate down rounds?
 How are GPs rethinking their exit options?
 Is the shift in focus from B2C to B2B a cyclical or structural phenomenon?

17:15 Institutional perspective: How LPs view Asia (Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)
 Have COVID-19 and the macro climate altered approaches to Asia?
 What has and hasn’t worked well this year in LP-GP communications?
 Where does specialization rank among the qualities LPs want to see in GPs?
 Is the return profile in Asia skewed toward a couple of sectors?

18:00 Close of summit

18:15

Cocktail reception

“ AVCJ is a great networking event and one of the most productive and insightful GP/LP
conferences in Asia. I am very impressed by the quality of crowds and panels, and truly
enjoyed sharing my thoughts with the world’s most influential leaders who brought the
latest and most valuable ideas to the forum. Look forward to the continuous success of
AVCJ.

”

John Ma, Managing Partner, CVCAPITAL

“ The conference offers an extremely valuable opportunity to hear from thought leaders
and compare insights with GPs and fellow LPs. Given the breadth and quality of the
attendees, it’s hard to replicate.

”

Edward J. Grefenstette, President / CEO and Chief Investment Officer, THE DIETRICH FOUNDATION

Register online: avcjforum.com

In the event of changing circumstances AVCJ reserves the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event.
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PROGRAMME

Victoria IV

Limited Partners’ Summit
Tuesday, 17 November 2020
08:00 Registration
08:50 Opening remarks
09:00 Setting the scene (Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)
09:30 Asian private equity: Looking ahead (Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)
 How do you get comfortable acting on investment opportunities?
 What has changed in terms of approaches to value creation?
 How has COVID-19 impacted the day-to-day operations of PE firms?
 What is the outlook for 2021 and beyond?

10:30

Networking coffee break

11:00 In-depth view: The Asian perspective
 How have portfolios held up in 2020? Are distributions tailing off?
 Are co-investment opportunities being offered and acted on?
 Has COVID-19 changed which geographies and strategies are most attractive?
 How is ESG playing a more important role in terms of Asia allocations?

11:45 Remote management: Global portfolios, virtual connections
 What are the information priorities when you can’t visit a GP in person?
 Can you make new commitments without doing on-site due diligence?
 Have travel restrictions led to an unconscious bias to home regions?
 How difficult is it to build a truly diversified portfolio in the current environment?

12:30 Executive address (Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)

13:00

Networking Lunch

14:00 Top tips sessions
Ensuring alignment of interest in secondaries/Looking beyond IRR in performance assessment/Tell-tale signs of instability within a GP/
Getting clarity on subscription lines of credit

16:00

Networking coffee break

16:30 Asia venture capital: Navigating market instability (Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)
 How have investment priorities changed since the start of the year?
 What issues are at stake when companies contemplate down rounds?
 How are GPs rethinking their exit options?
 Is the shift in focus from B2C to B2B a cyclical or structural phenomenon?

17:15 Institutional perspective: How LPs view Asia (Joint session with the PE Leaders’ and Venture Capital Summits)
 Have COVID-19 and the macro climate altered approaches to Asia?
 What has and hasn’t worked well this year in LP-GP communications?
 Where does specialization rank among the qualities LPs want to see in GPs?
 Is the return profile in Asia skewed toward a couple of sectors?

18:00 Close of summit

18:15

Cocktail reception

Register online: avcjforum.com

In the event of changing circumstances AVCJ reserves the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event.
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PROGRAMME

Grand
Ballroom

Investment Summit (Day 1)
Wednesday, 18 November 2020
08:00 Registration
08:50 Opening remarks
09:00 Keynote interview
09:30 Macro update: The big picture for private markets
 What are the key macroeconomic issues for private investors in Asia?
 How are attitudes towards regulatory risk evolving?
 Should GPs alter their strategies in anticipation of deglobalisation?
 How is the global outlook impacting views on Asia versus other markets?

10:30

Networking coffee break

11:00 Plenary address
11:30 Asia buyouts: Futureproofing for success
 To what extent are managers adapting their investment theses?
 How are GPs addressing the vulnerabilities exposed by COVID-19?
 Any changes as to the availability of debt financing and equity co-investment?
 What skills or qualities will ensure GPs stay competitive over the next decade?

12:25 The middle market: Still a bright spot?
 How has deal flow been impacted in the near term?
 Have macro challenges tested approaches to operational improvement?
 To what extent are GPs building up sector and functional expertise?
 Do lower valuations necessarily point to a strong vintage?

13:15

Networking Lunch

14:15 Track 1: Global venture capital: Taking the temperature
 How does activity in Asia compare to Europe and the US?
 Are governments doing enough to support start-ups?
 What are the key sectors and themes for 2021?
 How has COVID-19 accelerated technological disruption?

Track 2: Distress: The inevitable opportunity
 Will there be a surge in activity as stimulus policies wind down?
 How will the current cycle differ from the post-global financial crisis period?
 Are developed markets more attractive than developing markets?
 Which distress strategy is preferable – pan-regional or single country?

15:00 Fireside Chat: Portfolio company deep dive – addressing a new operating environment

Register online: avcjforum.com

In the event of changing circumstances AVCJ reserves the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event. 10

PROGRAMME

Grand
Ballroom

Investment Summit (Day 1)

Wednesday, 18 November 2020
15:30

Networking coffee break

16:00 Track 1: China: Resilience and recovery
 What have been the bright spots in 2020?
 How are China-US tension impacting the private equity landscape?
 To what extent is the technology sector losing its shine?
 What has China’s relatively early recovery meant for returns?

Track 2: Southeast Asia: Order in fragmentation?
 Which jurisdictions have seen the most traction this year?
 What opportunities are emerging from supply chain diversification?
 How have travel restrictions impacted cross-border expansion plays?
 What do LPs think about sub-regional and single country strategies?

17:00 Institutional perspective: The future of asset allocation
 What should define the partnership or collaborative model?
 Will traditional asset allocation silos be replaced by a thematic approach?
 How can large LPs take advantage of smaller-scale opportunities?
 What are the LP of the future’s needs regarding team size and skills?

18:00 Closing remarks

18:15

Gala cocktail reception

19:00

Gala dinner

Sponsor

NETWORKINGavailable to registered delegates from
8.00am to 4.00pm on 17-19 November
Networking lounge LOUNGE
Register online: avcjforum.com

Level 5
Boardroom

In the event of changing circumstances AVCJ reserves the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event. 11

PROGRAMME

Grand
Ballroom

Investment Summit (Day 2)
Thursday, 19 November 2020
08:55 Opening remarks
09:00 Opening keynote address
09:30 Value creation: Stabilize, rationalize, realize
 What does a post-pandemic playbook look like?
 How have technology-related initiatives helping companies though the crisis?
 What challenges do managers face doing value creation remotely?
 In what ways is the role of the operating partner evolving?

10:30

Networking coffee break

11:00 Track 1: Japan: Staying on track
 What can investors do to capitalise on corporate carve-outs?
 Are succession planning deals still the middle-market mainstay?
 How are the competitive dynamics shifting in different market segments?
 What is the way back for the hardest hit sectors?

Track 2: India: Dealing with uncertainty
 What does COVID-19 mean for India’s economic outlook?
 Which sectors are most attractive for investment?
 How are approaches to value creation evolving?
 Can secondaries help offset another exits overhang?

11:45 Track 1: Private credit: A post COVID-19 analysis
 Distress aside, are credit investors putting more money to work?
 How do product offerings differ across the region?
 To what extent are global firms building up local teams?
 How quickly will Asia’s debt markets move from bank-driven to institutional?

Track 2: Healthcare: Still popular
 Which sub-segments have been the winners in biotech, devices, and services?
 What opportunities are emerging around telemedicine?
 How much genuine innovation is there in Asia biotech?
 Where have most of the returns come from in healthcare?

12:30 Track 1: Exits: A matter of timing
 What have been the most fruitful exit routes in 2020?
 How do you manage investor expectations as exit horizons are pushed out?
 How are secondary solutions evolving to meet liquidity needs?
 Are US public markets still a viable destination for Chinese companies?

Track 2: Family offices: Staying the course?
 Has COVID-19 pared back demand for private markets exposure?
 What concerns are top of mind for families when looking at their portfolios?
 Have travel restrictions pushed groups that know each other into club deals?
 Are there misalignments of interest between families and other investors?

13:15

Networking Lunch

14:15 Deep dive workshops, topics to be confirmed
16:30 Close of summit

Register online: avcjforum.com

In the event of changing circumstances AVCJ reserves the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event. 12

Hong Kong Forum

AVCJ Private Equity
& Venture Forum

If you have a discount code, please insert:

Global Perspective, Local Opportunity
Booking details

Email this form to book@avcj.com

Super early bird
(7 Aug)

In-person ticket
SAVE

US$3,695

SAVE

US$4,295

2 day price

US$800

3 day price

US$1,000

Virtual Pass
for entire conference

Early bird
(18 Sept)
SAVE

Standard rate
(after 18 Sept)

US$3,895

US$4,495

SAVE

US$4,495

US$5,295

US$1,200

US$1,500

US$600
US$800

COVID-19 update:
We are continuously monitoring developments globally as we continue to make preparations for this upcoming event. Please be assured that, the health and safety of our delegates,
speakers, partners and staﬀ are our highest priority. Appropriate measures and changes will be made if the situation changes.
We are closely following all official health and travel guidance and precautions from the World Health Organisation and local government authorities, and encouraging our delegates to do the same.
If for any of the above reasons or other unforeseen circumstances, AVCJ reserves the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event.
If AVCJ needs to reschedule the event, your booking will be valid for the new dates or the amount credited towards a future AVCJ event.
If AVCJ is unable to reschedule the event, we will refund the full amount of your booking.

Registration details
Please complete your details below in BLOCK CAPITALS or attach your business card.

Mr/Mrs/Ms

First name

Last name

Job title
Company
Address
City

Country

Post/zip code

Telephone

Fax

E-mail

I plan to attend the Opening cocktail reception Tuesday, 17 November at 18:15 (Grand ballroom, Four Seasons Hotel)

Yes

No

I plan to attend the Gala cocktail and dinner on Wednesday 18 November at 18:15 (Grand ballroom, Four Seasons Hotel)

Yes

No

I would like to receive a CPD certificate with confirmation of attendance

Yes

No

Payment details
Credit card: (US$)

Visa

MasterCard

American Express

Card no.

Credit card country issue

Expiry date

Security code

Credit card billing address
Name on card

Signature

Cancellation/refund policy: A cancellation charge of US$300 is applicable to written cancellations received on or before 27th October 2020. No refund will be made for cancellations after the date due
to our advance guaranty obligations and administration costs. If you do not attend the event or notify us of your intention to cancel, the full fee will still be payable. A substitute delegate is welcome but the
organiser MUST be notified in advance of the meeting to avoid incurring a charge. Substitutions may NOT be made at the meeting.
In the event of changing circumstances AVCJ reserved the right to switch the Forum to a fully virtual event.
Pay in advance: We will include registrants’ names on the official delegate list if we have received your registration fees on or before 10th November 2020. All payments should be made immediately. Regrettably,
no entrance will be permitted for payments not received before the events takes place.

Venue and Accommodation

Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong
Address: 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong / Tel : +852 3196 8357 / Fax : +852 3196 8899 / Email: groupres.hkg@fourseasons.com
The rooms and special AVCJ rate is subject to hotel availability.
For details, please e-mail to Four Seasons Hotel at groupres.hkg@fourseasons.com
(Please note AVCJ Private Equity & Venture Forum does not bear the responsibility for participants’ travel and accommodation arrangements.)

Contact us

Registration enquiries:
Speaking opportunities:
Sponsorship enquiries:
Marketing and media enquiries:

Anil Nathani
Sarah Doyle
Jonathon Cohen
Darryl Mag
Priscilla Chu

t:
t:
t:
t:
t:

+852
+852
+852
+852
+852

2158
2158
2158
2158
2158

9636
9660
9651
9639
9656

e:
e:
e:
e:
e:

book@avcj.com
sarah.doyle@acuris.com
jonathon.cohen@acuris.com
sponsorship@avcj.com
priscilla.chu@acuris.com
230919

